




Sash & Fritz – that’s German vodka combining Russian
tradition with German precision and perfection. Only the
best, carefully selected ingredients, such as 100 percent
German wheat and clear spring water from the Ore
Mountains, are processed into top-quality vodka in a
carefully thought out manufacturing process. The result:
manufactory vodka at the highest level, with recognisable
aromas of grain and yellow fruits, as well as a very subtle
yet easily perceptible sweetness. No unnecessary processes
or additions – and definitely not absolutely neutral.

russian soul,
german craftsmanship



sash
Alexander I. Pawlowitsch Romanow

(1777 - 1825) was the Czar of Russian

from 1801 to 1825

fritz
Friedrich Wilhelm III. (1770 - 1840)

was a member of the noble house of Hohenzollern,

was the King of Prussia since 1797



a royal friendship

Csar Alexander I of Russia and King Friedrich III of
Prussia were bound by far more than just the family
relationships between the Romanov and Hohenzollern
houses: a warm bond of friendship, which both remained
faithful to until their deaths. A relic of this special
friendship is the Russian colony of Alexandrowka in
Potsdam, which still stands today. It was created in 1826
by order of King “Fritz” in memory of his friend “Sash”,
who had passed away a year before.

In 1812, Prussia, which had been defeated by Napoleon,
was forced to enter into an alliance with France and wage
war against Russia.
This led to 62 captured Russian soldiers being brought
to Potsdam for the first time in October 1812. The king
wanted to form a “Russian singer choir”, which was
assigned to the 1st Guard Regiment. More than 1000
Russian soldiers were interned in Potsdam at this time
as prisoners of war.
Immediately after the neutrality agreement was signed
in December 1812, Russia and Prussia formed an alliance
against the French occupiers in the spring of 1813.
At the request of the Prussian King, the former Russian
prisoners of war were incorporated into a separate
Russian Regiment under the Prussian flag. They now
fought against Napoleon alongside Prussian troops.
After Friedrich’s troops suffered losses, Csar Alexander
dispatched even more soldiers to the King’s Guard
Regiment in 1815.

The choir of former Russian prisoners of war still
provided entertainment in the king’s army camp. The
Russian musicians thus came to the French capital with
the Prussian army. They entertained the Prussian army
with “singing and tambourine and little bells”. They
ultimately remained at the royal court in Potsdam as a
gift from the Csar.

When his friend Alexander I died in 1825, only 12 of the
Russian singers still lived in Potsdam.

On April 10, 1826, Friedrich Wilhelm III gave the
following order: 

“I hereby decree, as an enduring
monument to commemorate the
bounds of friendship between
myself and his majesty, the highly
blessed Czar Alexander of
Russia, to establish a colony near
Potsdam which I wish to occupy
with Russian singers assigned to
my care as colonists and I wish to
call it Alexandrowka.”

Sash & Fritz eternally immortalises this German-Russian
connection and breathes new life into the UNESCO
World Heritage Site, the Colonia Alexandrowka.





For over a year, we have been developing the recipe for
this vodka with our master distiller with utmost care and
dedication and have made the high quality of the raw
materials a priority right from the beginning. And you
can taste it: Sash & Fritz combines the best German
wheat with pure, fresh spring water. Moreover, for us it
is a matter of course not to subject our vodka to any
unnecessary processes or additions and to work with
perfection and precision in the production process.
The careful quintuple distillation and gentle quintuple
filtration thus guarantee the pure, unique flavour of Sash
& Fritz. Today, the result speaks for itself: Sash & Fritz is
manufactory vodka at the highest level, which stands out
from conventional vodka thanks to its recognisable
aromas of grain and yellow fruits and a very subtle yet
easily perceptible sweetness.

Sash & Fritz vodka not only tastes good, it also looks
good. This is because we attach great importance to the
purity of the raw materials and manufacturing perfection
of the packaging, just as he does for the vodka. Sash &
Fritz comes in sophisticated bottles made of high-quality
special flint glass, exclusively designed for the company.
The material is known for its exceptional quality, clarity,
and consistency because it is especially transparent and
translucent.

manufacturing
perfection



the man behind 
the brand

The man behind Sash & Fritz is the famous sommelier
and wine merchant Peter Steger, who has already made
an international name for himself with his sommelier
glass “ONEforALL”. Over the course of his now over 25-
years-long career, Peter Steger has been naturally
attentive to spirits and discovered his fondness for vodka.
So, over the years, he finally came up with the idea of
creating an exclusive German vodka brand. And he has
unquestionably succeeded with Sash & Fritz.

We do appreciate your interest, questions and suggestions!
For detailed information see our website or contact us
personally.

sash&fritz GmbH 

Mohrenstraße 30 , 10117 Berlin Germany

Tel +49 (0) 30 20 60 75 40

Fax +49 (0) 30 20 64 79 85

info@sashundfritz.de, www.sashundfritz.de

facebook.com/sashundfritz


